
What You Need to Know About Zee Jay

100s Adobe Workfront Implementations

1000+ Workfront Fusion Integrations

97% Clients say they’ll use Zee Jay again & again

All Zee Jay consultants have real-world marketing experience

One of 4 in the Americas

As a team, Adobe Workfront and Zee Jay have been 
known in the work management space since 2017 as 
a force that makes great things happen.

The ties between Adobe and Zee Jay are based on 
mutual respect and the commitment we share to help 
clients like you experience success throughout your 
work management journey. 

2X Adobe Workfront Partner of the Year

Meet Adobe Workfront’s Go-
To Partner, Zee Jay Digital

The foremost Adobe Workfront partner for marketing 
organizations and external agencies

Recognized for product leadership
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Industries Served: 

• Life Sciences

• Healthcare

• Financial Services

• Retail/CPG

• Grocery

• Manufacturing

• Agencies—In-house and External

Adobe has long held that the best way to our market is for salespeople and 
partners to leverage each other's strengths to grow our collective business, 
and help shared customers succeed. Zee Jay Digital has embodied this spirit 
of cooperation to deliver the expert products and services our respective 
organizations are known for.

Tony Sanders Senior Director, Americas Partner Sales, Adobe

Services Provided: 

• External agency transformation implementation

• Marketing and in-house agency optimization

• Closed-loop financial management and ERP 
integration

• Work Management platform integration, i.e. Jira, 
DAM and others

• Managed Services to protect your work 
management investment

What Zee Jay Clients Have to Say

“Zee Jay Digital was the catalyst 
for our organization’s ability 

to reap the benefits of digital 
transformation, allowing us to 

connect corporate strategy with 
marketing outcomes through 

technology.” 

Sara Spille Kroger

“The implementation of Adobe 
Workfront and our partnership 

with Zee Jay is a key element of 
our mission to build a world-class 
set of systems and processes to 

serve as the foundation for massive 
expansion of Lamark Media in the 

coming years.” 

Sean Baker Lamark Media

“I think folks are seeing the 
power of Workfront right now 

because we’re not in the office. 
When it comes to communication, 

collaboration, as well as 
coordination across functional 

groups, it’s key.”

Derrick Greene Fresenius

For more information, visit www.zeejaydigital.com
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